Isn’t it Time You Had a Talk with Your Irrigation Controller?

All WiFi-enabled Rain Bird controllers using the LNK™ WiFi Module can now be integrated with Amazon Alexa for superior voice-activated control of your irrigation system. Supporting more irrigation commands than any other manufacturer, Rain Bird Alexa-integrated verbal recognition is the only one that allows you to ask questions, seek advice and name your watering zones.

Superior Voice Recognition
Recognizes more commands and questions than any other Alexa-integrated controller for unrivalled performance.

Easy to Set Up, Use
With Rain Bird app installed, you can enable Amazon Alexa with just a few quick swipes of your thumb and your Amazon password.

Speaks Your Language
Customizable for the smart home customer. We don’t name your zones… you do.
Amazon Alexa Integration with LNK WiFi Module

Versatile, Fluent Voice Recognition
- Hundreds of commands give Smart Home residents the robust control they desire.
- Ask away! User-friendly design responds to help requests and inquiries.
- Integrates easily with all Rain Bird LNK WiFi-enabled controllers using free app.

Ready to Go in Seconds
- Install Rain Bird app on your smart device.
- Enable Amazon Alexa on the Rain Bird app.
- Login to Amazon Alexa app. Search and enable Rain Bird Skills. And you’re good to go!

Customizable Irrigation Zones
- The only voice recognition irrigation interface that gives you the freedom to name your zones.
- No need to memorize arbitrary zone numbers.
- Conforms to today’s homeowner’s preference for individualistic expression.

Upgrade Your Smart Irrigation with Voice Control
The widest WiFi controller offering in the industry now available with Amazon Alexa voice recognition.

ESP-TM2, Residential
ESP-ME, Residential / Light Commercial
ESP-RZXe, International Residential

wifi-pro.rainbird.com
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